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U 

U  uncover 

u-boat  undefined 

ugly  under 

ugly duckling  under arms 

umbrella  under consideration 

umpire  under endowed 

unacquainted with  under fund 

unarmed  under populated 

unauthorized  underachievement 

unauthorized absence  under-age 

unavoidable casualty  underbrush 

unaware  undercarriage 

unbaked  undercoat 

unbeaten  undercover work 

unbeliever  undercurrent 

unbind  underdevelopment 

unblocked  underdog 

unbolt  underestimated 

unbound  undergo 

unbraided  undergone 

unbreakable  undergrad 

unbuckle  undergraduate 

unchained  underground 

unchallenged  undergrowth 

unchanged  underlay 

unclaimed  undermined 

uncle  underneath 

unclean  underpaid 

unclog  underpay 

unclothe  underperformer 

unclothed  underrate 

uncoil  underrates 

uncompensated  undersign 

unconfined  underskirt 

unconstitutional  understaffed 

uncontested  understand 

uncontrolled  understanding 

uncooked  undertake 

uncorrupted  undertaken 

uncouple  undertaker 
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under-the-counter  universe 

undertone  university 

undeserved  unknowing 

undesired  unknown 

undo  unlit 

undresses  unloaded 

unearned income  unloading 

uneasy  unmarked 

uneducated  unmarried man 

uneducated person  unmeasured 

unemployed  unobserved 

unemployed person  unobstructed 

unemployment  unoccupied 

unequal  unopposed 

uneven  unordered 

uneven bars  unorganized 

unfavorable position  unpainted 

unfinished  unpaired 

unfold  unpaved 

unforeseen  unpleasant person 

unforgivable  unpleasant woman 

unfortunate  unpolished 

unfreeze  unproductive 

unhappy  unpublished 

unharmed  unreached 

unhinge  unread 

unholy  unrecognizable 

unicycle  unrelated 

uniform  unrelieved 

uninhabitable  unremorseful 

uninvited  unrespectable 

union  unrestrained 

unique  unripe 

unisex  unrobed 

unit  unroll 

unit cell  unsaddle 

unite  unsafe 

units  unsaid 

universal  unscheduled 

universal agent  unseat 
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unselfishness  upcoming 

unshackle  update 

unshackled  upend 

unshakable  upfront 

unshaven  upholder 

unsinkable  uplift 

unskilled  upload 

unskilled person  upper 

unsociable  upper case 

unsold  upper deck 

unsolved  upper surface 

unsophisticated  upper-class 

unspoken  uppercut 

unsteadiness  uprising 

unsuccessful  uproar 

unsupportable  ups and downs 

unsurpassed  upset 

untangle  upset stomach 

unthinkable  upstairs 

untold  upstart 

untouched  uptake 

untraditional  uptick 

untrue  up-to-date 

unusual  upward 

unwelcome person  urban 

unwillingly  urban area 

unwise  urgent 

unzip  urges 

up  urinal 

up flow  urinate 

up heave  urn 

up here  used-car 

up in the air  user 

up setter  Usher 

up to my neck  utility program 

up to the neck  utilize 
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V 

vacancies  velvet 

vacancy  Vendetta 

vacancy rate  vending machine 

vacant lot  veneer 

vacates  Venice 

vacation  vent 

vaccinate  ventilates 

vaccine  Venue 

vacuum bottle  Vera 

vacuum cleaner  verdict 

vagina  Vern 

Val  Vernon 

valances  version 

valedictory speaker  vertical angle 

Valerie  very important person 

valley  very light 

valuable  vessel 

value  vestige 

value judgment  Veterans Day 

valve  veterinarian 

vamp  veto 

Van  vex 

vandal  vibes 

Vanessa  vibrant 

vanguard  vice 

vanish  vice admiral 

vanity  vice chairman 

vanity box  vice chancellor 

vapor  vice president 

vapor lock  vicious 

variety  vicious circle 

vary  vicious cycle 

vast  Vickie 

vat  victim 

Vaughn  Victoria 

vault  victory 

veer  Victory Day 

vegetable  victory garden 

vehicle  Vida 

vehicle traffic  video 
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video display  visitor 

video recording  visitors 

videographer  visual sensation 

view  vitalize 

viewing  vitamin K 

viewpoint  vitamin-deficiency diet 

vigilante  Vivian 

Vila  vocal 

vilification  vocal cord 

vilify  vocalist 

village  vocation 

Vince  vocational rehabilitation 

Vino  voice 

vintage year  voice mail 

violated  voice of conscience 

violence  voiced sound 

violent  voiceless 

violent death  voices 

violent disorder  volcanic eruption 

violent storm  volley 

Violet  volleyed 

violin lesson  volt ampere 

violinist  voltage 

violinmaker  voltage drop 

viper  volume 

Virgil  volume unit 

Virginia  volunteer navy 

virginity  volute 

virtual memory  vomit 

virtue  Vonda 

virus  vote 

visa  voter 

visible  voter turnout 

vision  voting right 

visit  vow 

visitation rights  vowed 

visiting  vulcanize 
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